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Ninety million people in the U.S. live with a chronic health condition. Nearly a half million live with
the after-effects of polio. Many of these people are like Alice French. They try to hide their illness
and forge ahead with a life that looks normal.French is fiercely independent, determined to prove
to herself and her peers that she can survive any and all obstacles. She is not going to be
labeled a cripple.French succeeded in creating a public persona of a successful actress,
academic, and television personality throughout the last half of the twentieth century. In the
1970’s, she appeared daily on her own television show where she interviewed major celebrities
including Dustin Hoffman, Harrison Ford, Nancy Reagan, Anthony Hopkins, Tom Brokaw, Sally
Field, and dozens more. Her life appeared glamorous as she went through hair and makeup
sessions, sported new fashions each day, and traveled extensively.No one could possibly know
that she suffered periodic seizures that left her limp on the floor, crawling to bed where she
remained for days of recovery. These are the results of the scar tissue on her brain from her
battle with paralytic polio. In Chronic, French takes us behind the public face of a person with
chronic illness and shows us the deeply personal, private battle she struggles with every day.
The reader will come away feeling empowered to overcome daily challenges and live life to the
fullest.
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ForewordPrior to the Salk vaccine in 1955, the United States experienced a horrendous polio
epidemic that killed thousands and left countless others disabled, making polio survivors one of
the largest disabled groups in the world.The disease had such a profound effect on the lives of
the survivors and their families that, much like war veterans, the survivors seldom talked about it.
They spent their lives trying to prove to themselves and those around them that they were
contributing members of society. Most excelled far beyond expectations. The list of high
achievers and famous survivors is long and impressive, including Alan Alda, Donald Sutherland,
Francis Ford Coppola, Ben Bradlee, Arthur C. Clark, Judy Collins, Itzhak Perlman, Neil Young,
Jack Nicklaus, and Franklin D. Roosevelt.For those who survived, the apparent recovery from
polio was deceptive. This is how the poliovirus worked: during the initial bout of the poliovirus,
half or more of the motor neurons (the little messengers between the brain and the muscles)
were killed off, leaving some muscles orphaned and unable to move. Nearby motor neurons sent
out sprouts to re-enervate those orphaned muscles, and it looked as though all was back as it
was before polio.However, those sprouts and the neurons that sent them out were not as strong
as the unaffected neurons. After years of trying to keep the body going, these neurons died. As
we age, our motor neurons die anyway, but the sprouted neurons died earlier and the muscles
became orphans again. This condition, called Post-Polio Syndrome (PPS), results in muscle
weakness, overwhelming fatigue, and pain.Polio survivors have worked hard to be seen as
normal. In the past we were taught to use it or lose it when, in fact, the more we used it, the more
quickly the neurons died. Today we are taught to conserve to preserve. That is difficult for many
of us to do as we are programmed to try harder, to overcome at all costs.Even though PPS is
incurable and progressive (causing most survivors to lose 1% to 7% of their muscle use per
year), we can slow that progression down by resting, by using assistive aids such as power



chairs, braces, walkers and crutches.Nearly 20 million survivors worldwide live with the
devastating effects of polio. However, a polio survivor isn’t just a statistic. Not just a person with a
limp or that woman in a wheelchair. Outward signs don’t begin to tell the story of what it’s like to
have survived polio and lived with its after effects.Alice French’s book shows how determination
and grit got her through a life marred, but not ruined, by Post Polio Syndrome. I hope you enjoy
reading it as much as I did.Millie LillAuthor and Disability AdvocateColumnist for Post-Polio
Newsletters Gleanings and Polio Perspectives

Author’s NoteAre you one of the millions of Americans who have some sort of chronic condition?
Migraines, heart issue, diabetes, pancreatitis? The list is practically endless.Perhaps your
condition is invisible, so you look perfectly healthy to others. Maybe it’s been difficult to
diagnose, and you’ve been made to feel that there isn’t anything wrong with you. Sometimes
family and friends think you’re pretending or exaggerating your problems. You may even
question your own sanity.Your natural tendency is to isolate yourself, throw your hands up in
despair, and crawl under the covers. I know because I’ve been there.This is the story of all of us.
We are limited by our physical conditions but have an unlimited ambition to be normal—even to
exceed normal. As you read my story, where you see the words post-polio, fatigue, or pain, I
want you to substitute the word that describes your chronic condition.My hope is that you will
read my story and find something here that inspires you to keep on going. Get out of bed. Get
out of the house. Spend quality time with friends and family. Be adventurous. Live your dreams!

Chapter OneMy little six-year-old hands were bleeding from the scrapes of elm tree bark. My
knees were raw and stinging. I took a deep breath and looked down from the tip-top of the
biggest tree in our yard.Bursting with pride, I screamed for my mother to come see what I’d
accomplished.Looking down, I saw Mother step through the screen door onto the wooden front
porch of our small frame house, broom in hand, looking up at me. If I had been closer, I would
have seen the flash of horror in her bright black eyes.“Good Lord, Alice. What are you doing up
there?”I clung to the rough bark of an upper tree limb and looked at the ground. I didn’t intend to
climb to the top of the tree. I remember wondering if I could wrap my arms around the trunk of
the tree and dig my feet into the rough bark and – maybe—reach that first branch, the one that
would be perfect for the front-yard swing I wished for. From that branch, I stretched for another,
higher up. Focusing on one branch at a time, I never looked back. I loved climbing trees. I was
good at it. As good as any of the neighborhood boys.I’d made it to the top of that old elm. I
wanted her to be proud of me.“How many times have I told you not to climb those trees? Now
you get down just the way you got up there.” Mother turned her back and went into the house,
closing the door.That, in a nutshell, was how Mother raised me to be an independent, self-
sufficient woman.In 1949, on the first day of school, all by myself, I got on the old yellow bus and
rode the long, bumpy twenty miles into town. The bus stopped in front of Washington
Elementary in Alva, Oklahoma. Wide-eyed, I walked into the modern yellow brick building, down



the long hallways, and hunted for Mrs. Whiteneck’s room. She ushered me to a small wooden
desk with the bench seat fastened to it. The desk smelled of musky old wood.There I sat—a
skinny little farm girl wearing a flour-sack dress I’d helped Mother make. I felt awkward and out of
place. I couldn’t imagine what would happen next. I’d never seen so many kids all in one room,
all of them strangers to me. I studied the marks on top of my desk. Some kid had pressed hard
on a pencil and engraved a stick figure drawing on the lid. I quietly opened the lid and peeked
inside. Empty. I closed it, leaned my elbows on the desktop, and kept my eyes down, hoping no
one would notice me. I couldn’t see well enough to tell what was on the blackboard, anyway.
Whenever my teacher asked me a question, I answered in a squeaky little voice that she could
barely hear. None of the other kids spoke to me during the day. It was a long, stressful first day of
school.On the ride back home, the bus stopped every few minutes to let a kid off, taking about
two hours to get me home. The grey vinyl-covered seats were hard, and the roads were rough. It
was growing dark when I got off the bus, and I had my first bad headache. I got headaches on
that bus ride to and from home every school day for a full year.In spite of the headaches, I soon
adjusted to my first grade classroom where I enjoyed learning to read, draw, and write. I
discovered that I had some gifts—however meager—that brought me attention, praise, and what
felt like love.Mrs. Whiteneck put me in the top reading circle and called on me to read
frequently.“Alice, why don’t you read the next page?” Mrs. Whiteneck was a gentle, kind woman
who made me feel safe while in her room.“Okay. But, I don’t know this word.”“Can you spell
it?”“C-o-u-g-h.”“That’s a hard one. It’s pronounced cough. You know what it means, don’t
you?”“Sure.”I sat up straight and read the page aloud without stumbling once.Mrs. Whiteneck
selected me as the best “girl” reader in class. Phil Ware—a tall, thin, cute kid—was the best boy
reader. Phil and I got to walk all by ourselves a few blocks down the street to a house where a
Ladies’ Club met and where we each read a story out loud in front of the women. I felt quite
grown-up and special.One of my early drawings in first grade was framed and hung in a
prominent place near the school entrance. It was a crayon picture of George Washington’s
house with the cherry tree chopped down in front of it. I’d included many details, including a rock
fence in front, a garden in the side yard, trees all around, and the ax lying under the fallen tree.
The picture had a prominent black line stretching from the side of the house to the edge of the
drawing.One day, I saw two teachers looking at my artwork.“What’s this big black line,
Alice?”“It’s the telephone line,” I answered.“How sweet.”I didn’t understand why they were
smiling, but it didn’t matter. I had won first place.In the winter, Mrs. Whiteneck took our class on a
field trip to Munson’s Hatchery where we learned how chicken eggs were incubated and
hatched. The large square building that housed the hatchery was new and shiny with an atrium
in the center of the interior. Lots of sunshine streamed down on the elaborate fountain and
goldfish pond. The six rooms surrounding the atrium contained the incubators. Our class
watched the workers bring the eggs in on metal trays. They held them up to a light that allowed
them to see inside the eggs, checking for embryos. Then, the trays of eggs were placed on racks
inside the warm incubators and turned every so often until the chickens were born three weeks



later. Each of the six incubators held about 60,000 eggs. While we stood looking at the eggs on
one of the trays, we got to watch an egg crack open and see a little tiny head stick out. As first
graders, we were thrilled.Returning to our classroom, we each wrote an essay about what we’d
learned. When I arrived at school the next morning, there it was! Backed with red-and-white-
checked oilcloth and hung at the front of the room above the chalkboard for all to see and read.
My first essay—written in my best penmanship on the wide-lined paper from my Big Chief
tablet.Because of these little successes in reading, drawing and writing, the other kids started
paying attention to me and wanting to be my friend, in spite of my homemade clothes and ugly
spectacles.That’s how it all started. If I tried to do the best I could do, I’d have some successes.
I’d be a little bit special to someone. That’s how I came to feel that school was my safe-haven,
my comfort zone.When I was invited to have dinner and spend the night at my friend Dorothy
McGill’s house, it was as if I’d entered a different world. The McGill’s were an up-and-coming
family in Oklahoma State politics. At dinner, we sat at a large round table in a dining room. It was
a separate room from the kitchen, not like our house with the kitchen table in the middle of the
room. Dorothy, her parents and her three sisters, and me—seven of us at one table. They bowed
their heads and said grace before anyone started eating. All the dishes on the white tablecloth
matched. There were fresh flowers in the middle of the table. For dinner, we had fried shrimp.
What is this? How do I eat it? What should I say? I’d never seen shrimp before. I was
embarrassed at my ineptness and ignorance about how to act. Even at six years old, I realized I
didn’t belong in that household.Dorothy’s dad owned a lot of farmland and an airplane for crop
dusting. My dad worked for him sometimes, helping him spray his wheat from the crop duster.
The McGill’s had a big house in town, a huge ranch, a crop duster plane, and . . . well . . .
everything, it seemed.I went home on the school bus the next day, ate supper by myself, slept in
a three-quarter sized roll-away bed with my sister Carol, and warmed my freezing clothes the
next morning by the pot-bellied stove in the middle of our living room. I was comfortable there,
but a seed had been planted. Not everyone struggled like our family.That summer after the first
grade, a grasshopper blight ruined most of the wheat crops in Woods County. Our farm was
wiped out, and Daddy lost his livelihood. Because he couldn’t make the payments on the farm
and the equipment, we had to move to town. Daddy didn’t waste any time looking for another job.
Immediately, he was hired as a grain truck driver. He knew the local farmers and the operators of
all the area grain elevators. Because he enjoyed being outdoors most of the time, I think he was
probably happy to be out from under the pressures of running a farm. Daddy drove that grain
truck until he retired, proud of his 100% accident-free record.Moving to town was a bigger
adjustment for the rest of our family. One day in the school cafeteria, I overheard three women
near me talking. It was springtime and in Alva that meant wheat harvest time.“A lot of harvest
crews coming into town this week,” one of the women said.“And you know what that means,” said
another. “Be sure to lock your doors and watch your kids.”I listened intently. My father worked
side-by-side with those crews all summer long.“Some of those truck drivers are so hopped up on
pills, it’s no telling what they’ll do.”The third woman chimed in. “Georgia let her son join a crew



last summer, and he came back with such a foul mouth we hardly recognized him.”“It pays good,
though.”First woman now. “I’d never let a son of mine become a beer-drinking, pill-popping, foul-
mouthed trucker. I’d rather he never get any kind of job and live at home the rest of his life.”My
dad wasn’t any of those things. Daddy was gentle, soft-spoken, kind, and funny. He smoked
cigarettes and pipes, but I never saw him drink beer or any other kind of alcohol. I never heard
him say a bad word. He worked hard, long hours to provide for our family. I didn’t see much of
him, but when he was around, I knew he loved me.I shouldn’t have eavesdropped on those
women. What they said pierced my heart. It wasn’t the last time I heard people talk like that.
Those mean-talking people of my small town made me start to feel ashamed of being the
daughter of a truck driver.My mother got a job, too. When we moved to town, she worked as a
telephone operator. I soon figured out by the way school kids and store clerks talked that nice
women didn’t work outside the home. I was a latchkey kid before that became a catch
phrase.When I got home from school, I went straight to the telephone on the wall in our kitchen
and picked up the receiver. My mother the telephone operator was automatically on the other
end of the phone.“Hi, Mamma. I’m home.”“Good. Is Carol with you?”“Yes. She already changed
clothes and went outside.”“Do you have much homework?”“A little, but I think I’ll practice my
violin first. What time do you get home tonight?”“I get off at eight. So I’ll be home right after that.”
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rebecca prost, “a very good book, wonderfully written!. kept my attention from the very first
page....and it was full of information I hadn't known.”

The book by Vernette V. Ayers has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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